So, I made up my mind. I'm going to study in France!

Campus France!

Have you heard of the Bienvenue en France Label?

Certified institutions provide quality services, from orientation to Programs Taught in English and accommodation.

Bienvenue en France!

Wow, this is great!

It's all on the certified Higher Education institutions website!

Welcome! I'll be helping you settle down and get off on a good start at your new university.

Thanks for the warm welcome! I'm so thrilled to meet my mentor!

Can't wait for orientation week to begin.

The sport facilities on campus are awesome!

Medical services include general practitioners, nurses, psychologists, disabled persons contacts, social workers, and a call centre.

Appreciate my campus supports actions for a sustainable quality of life. I could even earn ECTS credits!

I'm so signing-up!

Thanks. With that, and the mock interview sessions, I'm sure to improve my job-hunting skills.

I'm part of the France Alumni Network.

Thanks. With that, and the mock interview sessions, I’m sure to improve my job-hunting skills.

Let's keep in touch to talk about job opportunities!

I'm part of the France Alumni Network.

65% of the international students are registered in a French HEI, which is awarded the Bienvenue en France Label.

Experts who participate in the Bienvenue en France assessment process.

72

Women 66%

Men 34%

151

French HEI's engaged in the labelling process

Specialized schools 1%

Universities 35%

Universities 35%

Engineering schools 36%

Business schools 20%

Major institutions 5%

Art schools 3%

You're welcome to attend the resumé workshop and submit your CV for feedback afterwards.

Can't. I've got French conversation classes with native students.

Will you be coming tonight to set up the intercultural soirée?

EXPERIENCE the Bienvenue en France Quality

There are 275 Campus France offices in 134 countries worldwide that provide information on French Higher Education.

The Bienvenue en France Label is a part of the national strategy for attracting foreign students.

Can’t wait for orientation week to begin.

Medical services include general practitioners, nurses, psychologists, disabled persons contacts, social workers, and a call centre.

Appreciate my campus supports actions for a sustainable quality of life. I could even earn ECTS credits!

I'm so signing-up!

Experts who participate in the Bienvenue en France assessment process.

72

Women 66%

Men 34%

151

French HEI’s engaged in the labelling process

Specialized schools 1%

Universities 35%

Engineering schools 36%

Business schools 20%

Major institutions 5%

Art schools 3%

You’re welcome to attend the resumé workshop and submit your CV for feedback afterwards.

Can’t. I've got French conversation classes with native students.

Will you be coming tonight to set up the intercultural soirée?
MAJOR INSTITUTIONS
CICEAM – INSTITUT AGRONOMIQUE MEDITERRANEEN DE MONTPELLIER
EHESS – ECOLE DES HAUTES ETUDES EN SANTE PUBLIQUE
ENS DE LYON – ECOLE NORMALE SUPERIEURE DE LYON
ENS RENNES - ECOLE NORMALE SUPERIEURE DE RENNES
ENS-PARIS-SACLAY – ECOLE NORMALE SUPERIEURE PARIS-SACLAY
INALCO – INSTITUT NATIONAL DES LANGUES ET CIVILISATIONS ORIENTALES
SCIENCES PO - FONDATION NATIONALE DES SCIENCES POLITIQUES DE PARIS

ENGINEERING SCHOOLS
AGROPARISTECH
CENTRALESUPELEC
CLERMONT-AUVERGNE INP
CPE LYON – ECOLE D'INGENIEURS EN CHIMIE ET SCIENCES DU NUMERIQUE
ECAM – EPMI - ECOLE D' ELECTRICITE DE PRODUCTION ET METHODES INDUSTRIELLES
ECAM LASALLE
ECOLE D'INGENIEURS
ECOLE CENTRALE DE LYON
ECOLE CENTRALE DE NANTES
ECOLE DES MINES DE SAINT ETIENNE
ECOLE DES PONTS PARISTECH
ECOLE DES Mines de Pontoise
Efrei PARIS – ECOLE FRANCAISE D' ELECTRONIQUE ET D' INFORMATIQUE
EIGSI – ECOLE D'INGENIEURS EN GÉNIE DES SYSTEMES INDUSTRIELS
ENGEES – ECOLE NATIONALE DU GENIE DE L'EAU ET DE L'ENVIRONNEMENT DE STRASBOURG
ENIB – ECOLE NATIONALE D'INGENIEURS DE BREST
ENIT - ECOLE NATIONALE D'INGENIEURS DE TARBES
ENSIEE – ECOLE NATIONALE DE LA STATISTIQUE ET DE L'ADMINISTRATION ECONOMIQUE
ENSAP – ECOLE NATIONALE DE LA STATISTIQUE ET DE L'ANALYSE DES SYSTEMES INDUSTRIELS
ENSAT – ECOLE NATIONALE SUPERIEURE DES ARTS ET INDUSTRIES TEXTILES
ENSEA – ECOLE NATIONALE SUPERIEURE DE L' ELECTRONIQUE ET DE SES APPLICATIONS
ENSAM – ECOLE NATIONALE SUPERIEURE D'INGENIEURS DE CAEN
ENSTA BRETAGNE – ECOLE NATIONALE SUPERIEURE DE TECHNIQUES AVANCEES
ENSTA PARIS – ECOLE NATIONALE SUPERIEURE DE TECHNIQUES AVANCEES
EPF - ECOLE D'INGENIEURS
EPITA – ECOLE POUR L'INFORMATIQUE ET LES TECHNIQUES AVANCEES
ESA – ECOLE SUPERIEURE D'AGRICULTURE
ESAI ECOLE SUPERIEURE ANGEVINE EN INFORMATIQUE ET PRODUCTION
ESIES – GRANDE ECOLE SUPERIEURE D'INGENIEURS EN GENIE ELECTRIQUE
ESILY – ECOLE SUPERIEURE D'INGENIEURS LEONARD DE VINCI
ESJEP – ECOLE SUPERIEURE D'INGENIEURS
ESTACA – ECOLE SUPERIEURE DE TECHNIQUES AERONAUTIQUES ET DE CONSTRUCTION AUTOMOBILE
ESTP PARIS – SPECIALITE DES TRAVAUX PUBLICS, DU BATIMENT ET DE L'INDUSTRIE
ICAM, SITE DE STRASBOURG-EUROPE
IMT ATLANTIQUE BRETAGNE PAYS DE LA LOIRE
INSA CENTRE VAL DE LOIRE
IMT MINES ALBI-CARMAUX
IMT MINES ALES
IMT NORD EUROPE - VILLENEUVE-D'ASCOY
INSA LYON – INSTITUT NATIONAL DES SCIENCES APPLIQUEES DE LYON
INSA ROUEN NORMANDIE – INSTITUT NATIONAL DES SCIENCES APPLIQUEES
INSA TOULOUSE – INSTITUT NATIONAL DES SCIENCES APPLIQUEES DE TOULOUSE
IPSA – ECOLE D'INGENIEURS DE L'AIR ET DE L'ESPACE
ISAE SUPAERO – INSTITUT SUPERIEUR DE L'AERONAUTIQUE ET DE L'ESPACE
ISAE-ENSA – ECOLE NATIONALE SUPERIEURE DE MECANIQUE ET D'AEROTECHNIQUE
ISEP – INSTITUT SUPERIEUR D'ELECTRONIQUE DE PARIS
INSTITUT AGRO (AGRO CAMPUS OUEST – MONTPELLIER SUPAGRO- AGROSUP DIJON)
JUNIA GRANDE ECOLE D'INGENIEURS
TOULOUSE INP
TELECOM PARIS
UNILASALLE

BUSINESS SCHOOLS
AUDENCIA
BBS - BREST BUSINESS SCHOOL
BBS - BURGUNDY SCHOOL OF BUSINESS
BPSB - BUSINESS SCHOOL
ESC BOURGOGNE
EDHEC BUSINESS SCHOOL
EM LYON BUSINESS SCHOOL
EM NORMANDIE BUSINESS SCHOOL
EMILY - ECOLE DE MANAGEMENT LEONARD DE VINCI
ESC PAU BUSINESS SCHOOL
ESC CLERMONT BUSINESS SCHOOL
ESCE - ECOLE SUPERIEURE DU COMMERCE EXTERIEUR
ESCP EUROPE BUSINESS SCHOOL
ESSCA SCHOOL OF MANAGEMENT
ESSEC - BUSINESS SCHOOL
EXCELIA GROUP – LA ROCHELLE
GRENoble ECOLE DE MANAGEMENT
ICD BUSINESS SCHOOL

ART SCHOOLS

CATHOLICS INSTITUTES

SPECIALIZED SCHOOLS

SCHOOL OF FRENCH LANGUAGE

INFLEXYON

COMES TO SEE US:

POSTER SESSION
Thurs 28,
14:30 - 16:00
BOOTH #B23

FRANCE AT
EAIE 2023
ROTTERDAM
26 - 29 September